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is a new and exciting way to discover your past lives without the need for regression. Some

people find the idea of past life regression too intrusive and shy away from it. Although past life

regression can offer direct understanding of past lives, it is not for everyone – Druidic Soul Star

astrology is. Druidic Soul Star astrology is easy to grasp, because it’s an intuitive approach

based on ancient Celtic wisdom, so you don’t need to be an astrologer.About five years ago, I

was standing at the centre of an ancient site near Stonehenge called the Codford Circle.

Dramatically situated on elevated ground this earthen circle was once an astronomical Druid

temple and it is connected to Stonehenge by a powerful ley line. I closed by eyes and

unexpectedly received a psychic-download about Druid astrological practices. I was informed

that Celtic astrologers once used a six-pointed star to understand a person’s past life and

spiritual heritage and that I was once a Druid astrologer and was to show others this ancient

art…The Druid Astronomer said: ‘The six-pointed star containing planetary placements was

used by Druid astrologers as a spiritual tool for ascertaining information regarding past lives

and to understand the Soul’s journey through time’.Over several months, more information

came available to me about how to apply Druidic Soul Star astrology and I began to practice

this long forgotten star lore. After casting several charts, I soon realised that the details of

people’s past lives gleaned from a Druidic Soul Star chart seemed highly accurate and

resonated with the person. The planets represented their past lives and the chart answered

why certain relationship were challenging, why they were drawn to particular countries and

generally explained their likes and dislikes. More importantly, it outlines karmic patterns and

describes their spiritual heritage. I gave numerous readings and felt they were precise. But was

the information that I was giving real? I was about to find out and this Druidic application of



astrology was to be put to its ultimate test.A SPIRITUAL MAPDruidic Soul Star astrology gives

a fascinating insight into past lives and a unique opportunity to work with the light of the Soul.

The Druidic Soul Star chart is a spiritual map which describes your past experiences and

spiritual heritage, but instead of using a traditional circular astrological chart, which is shown in

the illustration, a six- pointed interlacing star is used and certain planets are placed within the

star. This new and exciting branch of the astrological tree unites the distant past with the

present day.THE DRUIDIC SOUL STARThe Druidic Soul Star chart consists of two triangles.

The Soul Star triangle points upwards towards the heavens; symbolises your soul, important

past lives and it connects you to Source. The Earth Star triangle points downward representing

your personality and connects you to Gaia, Mother Earth. Symbolically speaking, when your

first breath was drawn the Heaven and Earth triangles entwined representing the divine union

of the personality and Soul.CELESTIAL GUIDANCEThe planet’s positions within the star

reveal the imagery of your past lives and your karma. Planets in the Soul Star upward point

triangle reveal important past lives, karmic rewards and hidden talents whilst planets in the

Earth Star triangle describe past lives as well as karmic experiences and their present day

consequences.As we shall see, Druidic Soul Star planets show how karma unconsciously

affects our lives by explaining inexplicable fears and puzzling aliments. Mystifying phobias can

also be identified, for instance, Neptune can indicate a fear of water and confined spaces

invariably due to drowning or imprisonment.Long forgotten events and experiences are recalled

in detail giving vivid descriptions and insights into the distant past. The planets are great

cosmic teachers offering us guidance and a deep awareness of who we were and what makes

us tick. More importantly, they show us how we can develop latent talents and evolve

spiritually.PLACES WHERE YOU HAVE LIVED BEFOREThe Druidic Soul Star chart also

reveals some of the countries and cities where you once lived and experienced strong past life

connections. Unconsciously you may be drawn to visit these places and experience déjà vu as

your Higher Self silently reconnects you to the past. Various planetary positions can describe

legendary locations. For example, one of Neptune’s placements is intimately associated with

the lost continent of Atlantis. According to Plato, a philosopher in Classical Greece, at the

centre of the Atlantean city there was once a watery shrine dedicated to the God Neptune,

Lord of the Seas.Druidic Soul Star astrology is a practical and spiritual tool. It gives a deep

understanding of who you are and gently arouses soul memories of who you were, as time is

circular rather than linear and the Soul immortal.As we shall soon see, Druidic Soul Star

encouragesyour intuition to develop, so that you become aSeer and Karmic Reader of time

past.Chapter OneCreating A Druidic Soul Star ChartYou will need to access an astrological

software programme to calculate a natal birth chart. There are many free on line facilities that

allow you to do this. An easy to follow astrological web site which gives the relative information

required for a Druidic Soul Star Chart can be found at I use astrological software called Win

Star. For clarity, I will give examples of both software types. However, look around the internet

and see what works best for you.Druidic Soul Star charts are easy to create and soon you will

be reading karmic charts for your family, friends or clients.THE STARTING POINTBefore you

can calculate a Druidic Soul Star chart you need an astrological birth chart, which is often

called a natal chart or horoscope. To calculate a birth chart the following personal details are

required.Personal birth details:•your date of birth •your place of birth •your time of birthIf you do

not know your time of birth you can use noon or midnight. Using your personal birth details an

astrological natal birth chart is calculated, which describes your personality traits. Certain

information is extracted from this chart to create a Druidic Soul Star chart, which describes

your spiritual traits, psychic ability and your most significant past life experiences.FROM THE



CIRCLE TO THE STARTransforming a birth chart into a Druidic Soul Star chart requires just

one simple step. You need to determine the astrological House Position of the planets and a

birth chart provides this information. Donot be concerned with astrological terminology such as

Houses as this will be explained in detail later. Basically, the celestial zodiac circle of stars in

the heavens is divided into 12 sections called ‘Houses’. Each House has a meaning, for

instance, the First House represents the personality, the Tenth House rules career, and social

standing. Unlike astrology, which can take many years to master, Druidic Soul Star is

uncomplicated, intuitive and easy to understand.FINDING THE HOUSE POSITIONFinding the

house position of the planets takes a matter of minutes. Below is an astrological birth chart

calculated for a woman called Leanne using Electric Ephemeris astrological software and we

will transform this birth chart into a past life spiritual chart.You will notice that on the right hand

side of the birth chart a section has been purposely highlighted in grey, which is shown in the

following illustration.LEANNE’S ASTROLOGICAL BIRTH CHARTThe highlighted column

shows the planet, its degree position, zodiac sign and house position. Only two bits of

information are needed - the house position of each planet - and if the planet was in retrograde

motion at the time of birth. At this stage, disregard the degree position and zodiac

sign.Astrology uses symbols for the planets and signs of the zodiac. For those unfamiliar with

astrological symbolism, I have shown the planetary symbol by its name. You may wish to

include the asteroid called Chiron. In the guideline interpretation section of this book, Chiron

and its incredible cosmic energy is included.THE HOUSE POSITIONS OF THE PLANETSList

1 List 2EXTRACTING THE INFORMATIONLooking at List 1, the planet appears in the first

column and its house position in the last. We read each line horizontally from left to right. Using

only the information from the first and last columns, the first line reads: Sun is in the 6th house.

The second line reads Moon in the 12th house, the third line reads Mercury in the 7th, Venus

in the 5th, Mars in the 8th, Jupiter in the 2nd, Saturn in the 2nd, Uranus in the 8th, Neptune in

the 11th and Pluto in the 9th. The planet’s degree and zodiac positions are described in full in

List 2.DRUIDIC SOUL STAR HOUSESWe can narrow this information down even further as

Druidic Soul Star astrology only uses planets which are located in the second, fourth, sixth,

eighth, tenth and twelfth houses. Therefore, only six planets in Leanne’s birth chart are used

the Sun, Moon, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus.Conveying karmic information, the six key

planets will reveal the most significant karmic experiences associated with Leanne’s former

lives depicting her spiritual heritage. Each planet represents an important past

life.RETROGRADE MOTIONSecondly, we need to establish if the planet was in retrograde

motion. Look again at List 1, if the letter ‘R’ appears next to the zodiac sign (or in some

astrological charts next to the planet) the planet was in retrograde motion at the time of birth.In

Leanne’s birth chart three planets, Jupiter, Saturn and Neptune have an ‘R’ next to the zodiac

sign, which means they were in retrograde motion at the time of her birth – appearing to go

backwards in the sky - and this will be discussed later.CREATING A DRUIDIC SOUL STAR

CHARTFinally, to complete Leanne’s past life chart the six karmic planets are placed within the

star. Planets located in the fourth, eighth and twelfth houses are placed in the downward

pointing triangle and the planets found in second, sixth and tenth houses are placed in the

upward pointing triangle. The planets always remain in the same house position. Therefore, the

Sun in Leanne’s astrological birth chart was located in the 6th house and so the Sun is placed

in the corresponding 6th house within the Druidic Soul Star chart. Mars and Uranus were both

located in the 8th house of the birth chart and so they are placed in the corresponding 8th

house of the Druidic Soul Star chart. The Moon is placed in the corresponding 12th house and

Jupiter and Saturn are both placed in the 2nd house. The chart is now complete.THE



ASTROLOGICAL HOUSESOF THE DRUIDIC SOUL STAR CHARTLEANNE’S DRUIDIC

SOUL STAR CHARTDESCRIPTION AND KEYWORDS OF THE HOUSESThe Earth Star

Triangle 4th, 8th and 12th houses4th house CANCER – past lives and karma associated with

the parents, family members and children Your karmic foundation.8th house SCORPIO – past

lives describing emotional relationships, spiritual and occult wisdom and deep buried emotions.

Inherited karmic debts and rewards.12th house PISCES – distant and ancient karma, karmic

fears and aliments. Psychic ability. Metaphysical and occult wisdom and knowledge.The Druidic

Soul Star Triangle 2nd, 6th and 10th houses2nd house TAURUS– spiritual values and karmic

resources. Learning the lesson of money, poverty or riches. A way of harmonising any financial

spiritual debts. Learning self love and worth.6th house VIRGO – spiritual service to others,

overcoming karmic blocks and karmic health aliments.10th house CAPRICORN – spiritual

evolution, opening the crown chakra and karmic gifts. Higher consciousness. Off planet

incarnations.USING FREE SOFTWAREIf you are using free software such as this is what the

chart will look like and this is how you extract the information. The company asks that the birth

charts should be used for personal only. If you want to branch out commercially, I recommend

that you buy a good astrological software programme. I use WinStar, but I suggest that you

look at various companies and choose which one works best for you. Sometimes free

astrological software does not include the House number and so the following charts show how

to determine the House positions and numbers.Chart 1. With No House NumbersChart 2. With

House NumbersChart 1 shows no house positions and in Chart 2 I have placed the house

numbers in their correct positions. House positions are the dividing lines that create

segments.The houses always follow a specific counter clockwise motion. They always begin on

the left and I have depicted this starting position with an arrow. However, as each chart is

different and unique, the houses may appear as smaller or larger segments. You can count the

12 houses round by the segments. As some free astrological software sometimes does not

include the house numbers, it is good to become familiar with how you can independently

calculate them.The 12 astrological Houses always follow this order, a counter clockwise motion

beginning on the left, which is shown in Chart 1 as an arrow.THE PLANETS WITHIN THE

DRUIDIC SOUL STAR CHARTOn a higher vibrational level, the planets within the solar system

are the keepers of the Akashic Records and like a cosmic library they silently store karmic

information. Each planet in a Druidic Soul Star chart represents a past life describing either

positive or challenging karma.Quite often over the duration of time, whilst travelling along the

karmic path the same type of challenging situation is met only to be ignored, or repeated, and

so ensuring a similar soul lesson in a future life. Soul lessons are always repeated until they

are spiritually resolved and these are frequently described by the retrograde

planets.BENEFICIAL KARMIC INFLUENCESThe Sun, Venus and Jupiter often indicate

beneficial influences and karmic rewards which have culminated over several lives. The swift

moving planets the Moon, Sun, Mercury, Venus and Mars often describe relatively recent

karma – that said the incarnation could have been centuries ago!CHALLENGING KARMIC

INFLUENCESThe slower moving planets Jupiter, (Chiron), Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto

invariably describe much older past lives and deep-rooted karma. However, this is a

generalisation and you need to take each chart for its own merit. Use your own intuition as the

light that guides you.RETROGRADE MOTION – SPIRITUAL TRANSFORMATIONWhen

viewed from Earth - from a geocentric point of view - the planets excluding the Sun and the

Moon can appear to move backwards in the heavens. This illusory effect caused by the Earth’s

rotation is called retrograde motion.In a Druidic Soul Star chart retrograde motion can indicate

an important past life or challenging karma manifesting as a difficult or persistent problems,



frustrating circumstances, unproductive relationships or phobias. If a retrograde planet appears

in a chart, it can represent a challenge and if overcome can offer karmic understanding and

spiritual transformation.I highly recommend that you follow the practical exercises in this book

as they encourage you to meditate on the meaning of the Druidic Soul Star houses and the

attributes of each planet. More importantly, certain exercises encourage you to make a sacred

connection to the planet and this is an important approach according to my Druid Guide.

Druidic Soul Star is designed to be intuitive and the karmic interpretations I offer in this book

are but one interpretation and there are many, many more. Learn to trust your own

intuition.Chapter TwoThe Three Sacred Houses and the Seed of LifeThe Druidic Soul Star

houses are special. According to the great esoteric astrologer A.G.S. Norris, who wrote

Transcendental Astrology nearly a century ago, the zodiac signs and houses incorporate the

Seed of Life pattern. Norris was aware of this long before the Seed of Life and Flower of Life

was made popular.THE SEED OF LIFE.THE SEVEN VIBRATIONS OF HARMONYThis is the

pattern of harmony. The central circle represents the Physical World and the vibration of the

Moon. The seven planets orbit and flow around in harmony with the seventh circle of Earth.

The three horizontal circles represent the three worlds of matter – physical, astral and

mental.THE LOTUS OR THREEFOLD SOULTranscendental astrology teaches us that from the

Seed of Astrological Life the spiritual ‘Lotus’ flower is born.In the darkness of the nadir and

within the womb of the Cancer deep within the Fourth House, a stem or the Spiritual Rod has

been built. The energy of Uranus awakened the Soul to its inner light. From within this place of

darkness, the bud burst into a perfect flower as the Soul reaches perfection. The three petals

are the three houses: the 12th on the left, the 10th in the middle and the 8th on the right.
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Amanda rucker, “Druid astrology authority. Fabulous. I love this book. A wealth of past life

astrological info. Not everyone will be able to relate to the book it depends on if your birth chart

matches up with the past life aspects”
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Damon, “Definitely recommend to others. Amazing book very helpful as I'm new to

astrologyEasy to digest”

helen tucker, “good book. Interesting look at karmic astrology. Very simple method and

definitely stimulates mind to see ones birth chart planets in a different context.”

Mrs E M Morton, “Five Stars. I love all Maria's books she is an exemplary researcher and

practitioner in her chosen field.”

The book by Charles Leadbeater has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 17 people have provided

feedback.
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